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GSA/OP/05/20 - SUPPORT SERVICES FOR THE 
EU SPACE PROGRAMME 

WFID:  262889 

Clarification Note No. 6 

Procurement procedure: GSA/OP/05/20 – SUPPORT SERVICES FOR THE EU SPACE PROGRAMME 

(WFID: 262889) 

 

Question #182 
 
Reference: Annex I - Tender Specifications, Section 3.4.2.1 – General and Article I.4.10 draft Contract 

 

Question: Could you confirm whether the price is an FFP for the duration of the contract or a FP-V 

where the price will be indexed to the inflation and economic conditions of any given years for year 

2, 3 and 4? 

Answer: As stated in the above referenced section of Annex I, “[p]rices presented shall be firm and 
fixed and binding for the Tenderer/Contractor throughout the duration of the Contract” however 
“[t]his is without prejudice to the possibility for the Contractor to provide the services at lower prices” 
as further stated in the referenced Article of the Contract, Annex II.  
 
 
Question #183 
 
Reference: Article II.4.1 draft Contract – Professional Conflicting Interest, Article II.1 draft Contract – 

Definitions 

 

Question: We understand that the undertaking set out in Article II.4.1 of the Framework Contract for 

the Contractor not to engage, for a period of 5 years following the termination of the FWC or any 

specific contract thereunder, in activities that may generate conflict of interests in relation to the ac-

tivities performed for the GSA, applies to the legal entities involved in the performance of the Frame-

work Contract (as tenderer, consortium member or subcontractor) and that, for the application of this 

article, the term “conflict of interests” is to be understood as a Professional Conflicting Interest as 

defined in Article II.1 FWC. Can you confirm our understanding? 

Answer: The term “conflict of interests” in the second sentence of Article II.4.1 draft Contract is de-
scribing activities by the Contractor which during the period of 5 (five) years, directly or indirectly, may 
affect the activities it performed for the GSA under the FWC and its respective specific contracts.  
 
Question #184 
 
Reference: Annex I.E - Template Financial Statements (all Lots) 

 

Question: We noticed that into the Annex I.E – tab “legal entities”, an alert (red cell) is provided in the 

cells D49 and E49 even if the related figures are above the threshold reported in cells C49. Moreover, 

we noticed that figures reported in some cells (e.g. E42, E43, F42, etc.) are not correctly displayed 

(####### instead of numbers is displayed). 
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Could you please provide an updated version of the Annex I.E? 

Answer:  In case elements in the excel table become unreadable in lack of space, tenderers are re-
quested to always also submit the annex as in the original excel format, with identical figures as in any 
other format (e.g. pdf) they may chose for the submission.  
 
Question #185 
 
Reference: Article I.18 draft Contract – exchange of consultants, additional consultants, non-solicita-

tion 

 

Question: During the execution of a Specific Contract, in case of replacement of resources of the Core 

team, is the Contractor obliged to replace those resources with professionals belonging to the back-

up team presented in the offer or is it possible to use other resources not already included in the back-

up team? 

Answer: It is also possible to use resources not already provided in the back-up team. This will however 
have to follow the process described under the referenced article resulting in a much higher adminis-
trative effort and possibly time delays.  
 
 
Question #186 
 
Reference: Annex I.11-Lot 11-TTOR and Simulation Exercise, Table 2, Quality award criterion Q2, Cor-

rigendum No. 5 

 

Question: Quality award criterion Q2 of Lot 11 states the following: 
"Quality and adequacy of the back-up team for all Tasks, evaluated based on the following elements 
with equal weighting: 

• suitability of the proposed consultants; 

• In case of deviations from the FTE-estimates provided in table 1 of section 1, credibility of the 
underlying reasoning in view of achieving high quality services" (page 17 of Annex I.11) 

However, since "The number of back-up team members is completely left to the tenderers to deter-
mine as they consider adequate to perform as back-up and also to ensure service continuity." (page 
15 of Annex I.11) and reference to table 1 of section 1 (core team estimates) seems a typo, bullet point 
2 should be n.a. under any circumstance. 
--> In light of the above can you please redefine accordingly the award criterion Q2? 
 
Answer: Please refer to Corrigendum No. 5. The reference to table 1 is maintained as general, however 
non-binding guidance for the number of team members for both the core- as well as the back-up team. 
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Question #187 
 
Reference: Annex I – Tender Specifications, section 4.6.2, table 10, point (1) 
 
Question: On page 48 of the Tender specifications is stated that in the technical proposal should be 
included "All evidence relating to the selection criteria in section 3.2 above". 
Since this would imply replicating in the technical proposal all the documents already provided in the 
administrative file, can you please confirm that, also in line with what is written in the subsequent 
paragraph of the Tender specification, the above sentence should be corrected into "All evidence re-
lating to the qualitative award criteria in section 3.4.1 above"? 
On the other hand, should the above-mentioned sentence be correct, can you please confirm that it 
is sufficient to provide only copies of the administrative documents in the technical envelope and not 
originals, already included in the administrative file? 
 
Answer: Please refer to question and answer #80 of clarification note #3. 
 
 
Question #188 
 
Reference: Annex I – Tender Specifications, section 3.2.1, Table 4, selection criterion L7  
 
Question: Selection criterion L7 (pages 35 and 36 ITT) states that "Failure of the winning Tenderer to 
provide evidence for completed SAB authorisation process for the PRS Support Category required shall 
lead to the cancellation of the award decision". Can you please clarify what will happen in case only 
one of the companies in a consortium fail to reach the SAB authorisation, while the others have it and 
are able to provide the required resources? 
 
Answer: Provided the required resources as subject to the tender evaluation are unaffected, the con-
tract would be maintained. 
 

 

Question #189 
 
Reference: Annex I.B – Template Declaration of Honour, point 9 
 
Question: Annex I.B on point 9. proposes twice the question "If not, please clarify". Should in fact the 
first line be read Is YES, please clarify? or in which other way the form should be corrected? 
 
Answer: Please ignore the second "If not, please clarify". No clarification is required if the answer is 
“YES”. 
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Question #190 
 
Reference: Corrigendum No. 2 and No. 4 
 
Question: Corrigendum 2 indicated a likely date for completion of evaluation and award in July 2021. 
Should the scenario starting date (and the commitment from tenderers) be postponed to reflect this 
change? If yes can you please indicate the new date? 
 
Answer: Please refer to corrigendum No. 5. 
 

 

Question #191 
 
Reference: Annex I – Tender Specification, section 4.6.1, Table 9, point 4 

 

Question: In Annex I - Tender Specification on page 46 is required (point 4) "A duly signed and dated 
statement of authorisation/power of attorney containing the name and position of the representa-
tive/signatory and official documentary evidence on the person‘s legal authority to validly sign the 
tender and the FWC on behalf of the organisation, should it be awarded it." 
In case of consortia, since only the consortium leader is entitled to sign the tender and the FWC (in 
force also of the declaration to be provided under point 10), should this document be provided only 
by the consortium leader itself or also by the joint partners and the subcontractors? 
 
Answer: The PoA for the referenced point in case of a consortium is only required by the consortium 
leader. In no case is it required by subcontractors. 
 

 

Question #192 
 
Reference: Annex I.F.# - Template Financial Table of Answers_Lot - Joint Procurement (#= 1 to 11) 
 
Question: When filled in the sheet with numbers, the total price of the tender becomes unreadable. 
If not modified by the GSA this may create issues in the visualisation of the final price 
 
Answer: ALL LOTS – please refer to question and answer #184, applying accordingly to the Financial 
Table of Answers annexes. 
 

 

Question #193 
 
Reference: Annex I.E - Template Financial Statements 
 
Question: Conditional formatting in line 49 appears to be wrong. If not modified by the GSA this may 
create issues in the correct interpretation of the results 
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Answer: Please refer to question and answer #192, applying accordingly. 
 

 

Question #194 
 
Reference: Annex I.# - Lot # - TTOR and Simulation Exercise, Table 2 – Qualitative Award Criteria (#= 1 
to 11) 
 
Question: In light of the above questions [Q&A#186], we ask for an extension of at least 15 working 
days. In fact: 
A. Reply to question 1 [Q&A#186] is expected to significantly change the entire proposal strategy and 
structure (esp. due to the fact that the bullet point to be changed is worth up to 12.5 points); while 
B. Reply to questions yet unanswered may entail additional administrative burden not previously fore-
seen (esp. wrt updates and physical deliveries of additional/ revised administrative documents) 
 
Answer: Please refer to Corrigendum No. 4 and No. 5 and question and answer #186. 
 

 

Question #195 
 
Reference: Annex I.# - Lot # - TTOR and Simulation Exercise, Table 2 – Qualitative Award Criteria (#= 1 
to 11), Corrigendum No. 4 
 
Question: Is it possible to propose a candidate to a task, where PSC on level EU SECRET is needed, and 
he / she does not have the PSC at the moment, but have already submitted a request to relevant 
security authority to obtain it? How will this fact be reflected in the evaluation of the tender? 
 
Answer: The aspect will be evaluated under the Q.1 (core team) and Q.2 (back-up team) under the 
sub-criterion “individual suitability of the proposed consultants” as further detailed in the updated 
Table 2 for each lot as provided with the referenced corrigendum. 
 

 

Question #196 
 
Reference: Annex I – Tender Specification, section 1.6, Table 1 

 

Question: We noticed from eTendering that the closing date for Reference: GSA/OP/05/20 is moved 
from the 12/04/2021 to the 30/04/2021. This update is not yet reflected in GSA website. 
 
Answer:  Please see Corrigendum No. 4 
 
 
Question #197 
 
Reference: Corrigendum No. 4, point 15. 

 

https://ted.europa.eu/udl?uri=TED:NOTICE:161708-2021:TEXT:EN:HTML&src=0&tabId=4
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Question:  
a. Annex I.9 - Lot 9 - TTOR and Simulation Exercise it shall read 8 consultants (instead of 18) with 
regard to 2 x 2 days in HQ. Outside Prague there are 4 consultants, who are the 8 consultants travelling 
to HQ? 
b. we noticed that there are changes in the table for lot.9 that are not identified in red. The 
overall Expected effort (#FTEs) passed from 12 to 15. The GSA HQ Prague is now 11 FTEs instead of 
8.5 FTEs- Contractor’s premises (3 FTEs) - GSMC-FR (1 FTE). Can you please confirm these changes? 
 
Answer: a. Indeed, there are 4 consultants, which have to perform the required missions twice – hence 
16 missions per 2 days to the HQ are expected.  
b. The information in Corrigendum 4 is confirmed. 
 

 

Question #198 
 
Reference: Annex I.F.9 - Template Financial Table of Answers_Lot 9;  

 

Question: Since GSMC-SPAIN has been removed from the Table 1 of Lot.9, is the GSMC-SPAIN still an 
applicable Location on the Template Financial Table of AnswersLot 9? 
 
Answer: The Spain location is still covered by the missions.  
 

 

Question #199 
 
Reference: Corrigendum No. 4, point 15 

 

Question: In Corrigendum No. 4 of the Procurement procedure: GSA/OP/05/20 – SUPPORT SERVICES 
FOR THE EU SPACE PROGRAMME (WFID: 262531) you have provided an updated table 1 of Section 
2.3 in 11.09 Annex I.9 - Lot 9 - TTOR and Simulation Exercise. You have increased the amount of con-
sultants located at GSA HQ in Prague from 8 FTEs to 11 FTEs. Can you please clarify the effect on the 
budget for Lot 9? 
 
Answer: The FWC ceiling remains unchanged. The figures provided in table 1 of section 2.3 are only 
estimates provided as a baseline for the evaluation scenario.  
 

Question #200 
 
Reference: Corrigendum No. 4, point 15. 

 

Question: In Corrigendum No. 4 of the Procurement procedure: GSA/OP/05/20 – SUPPORT SERVICES 
FOR THE EU SPACE PROGRAMME (WFID: 262531) you have provided an updated table 1 of Section 
2.3 in 11.09 Annex I.9 - Lot 9 - TTOR and Simulation Exercise. You have indicated as expected missions 
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“2 x 2 days in HQ for 8 consultants”. However, the HQ is located in Prague and there are only 4 con-
sultants located outside of Prague. Can you therefore please clarify these missions (location of origin, 
location of destination, amount of consultants)? 
 
Answer: Please refer to question and answer #197. 
 

 

Question #201 
 
Reference: Corrigendum No. 4, point 15. 

 

Question: In Corrigendum No. 4 of the Procurement procedure: GSA/OP/05/20 – SUPPORT SERVICES 
FOR THE EU SPACE PROGRAMME (WFID: 262531) you have provided an updated table 1 of Section 
2.3 in 11.09 Annex I.9 - Lot 9 - TTOR and Simulation Exercise. You have indicated 1 FTE at GSMC-FR 
and 0 FTEs at GSMC-ES (before it was 0.5 / 0.5). As expected, missions you have furthermore indicated 
2 X 10 days in GSMC-ES for 1 consultant. Can you please confirm that no further missions from GSMC-
FR to GSMC-ES will be required? 
 
Answer: As provided in Section 2.1.5 of the tender specifications the indicated number of effort and 
missions is for the purpose of the simulation exercise only. The Contracting Authority shall request at 
the time of issuing of specific contracts efforts and number of missions as per its needs.  
 

 

Question #202 
 
Reference: Annex I – Tender Specifications, Section 4.12 – Data protection 
 
Question: Is there a possibility not to state in the proposal full names of the proposed candidates, 
but only some kind of ID? This would be applied for the case where some of the subcontractors do not 
want to reveal the full names of the candidates due to the protection of personal information. 
 
Answer: No, this is not acceptable. For the contracting authority, personal data will be protected in 
line with the applicable EU Regulations. CVs are subject to evaluation and therefore full names have 
to be provided. Information not necessary for the evaluation is not to be submitted. 
 
 
Question #203 
 
Reference: Annex I.F.9 - Template Financial Table of Answers Lot 9, Corrigendum No. 4, point 15, Arti-
cle I.4.2.3 draft Contract 
 
Question: The Annex I.F.9 includes in Table 1.3 the travel destinations "GSA HQ Prague, Czech Repub-
lic", "GSMC-FR Saint-Germain-en-Laye, France" and  "GSMC-ES Madrid (San Martin de la Vega), Spain". 
 
However, the “Expected Missions” in Table 1 of Section 2.3 in 11.09 Annex I.9 also include missions to 
GCC-D, GCC-I, GSC, and GRC.  
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Can you please clarify, how the travel cost to the missing destinations can be defined? 
 
Answer: Travel costs for missions to destinations not listed in Table 1.3 of Annex I.F.9 are subject to 
the provisions under Article I.4.2.3 draft Contract. 
 
 
Question #204 
 
Reference: Annex I.A - Template identification sheet of the tenderer 
 
Question: In case of the participation as a consortium with identified subcontractors, should each 

subcontractor fill in the whole section of “Contact Persons” (For procurement process management, 
Contact person for the communications regarding the NDU, Local Security Officer) with the co-ordi-
nator’s details, common for all the participating subcontractor’s entities? Is our understanding cor-
rect or each subcontractor should fill in the above section with its own details? 
 
Answer: Subcontractors are requested to fill in the contact details applicable to their company. 
 
 
Question #205 
 
Reference: Annex I.B – Template declaration of honour relating to exclusion stage and compliance 
matrix to minimum requirements, Annex I – Tender specifications, Section 2.2.9 – Industrial organisa-
tion of the Tenderer. Section 3.2.2 – Economic and financial capacity applicable for each Lot, Section 
3.2.3 – Technical and professional capacity, Table 6 
 
Question: Regarding the SELECTION CRITERIA could you please advise on how we should face 8b and 
c in case of a subcontractor participation? Specifically: Concerning financial criteria, a subcontractor 
fulfils the requirements, without providing its financial statements since the consortium do not rely 
on the subcontractor’s financial capacity.   
Concerning technical and professional criteria a subcontractor does not fulfil the totality of the re-
quirements, but the consortium relies on the subcontractor’s resources. 
 
Answer: The referenced criteria need to be answered truthfully by all subcontractors. If the subcon-
tractor is not acting as Core Team member as defined under section 2.2.9 of Annex I for economic and 
financial capacity criteria, submission of the Financial Statements is not necessary.  If the subcontrac-
tor acts as Core Team member for technical and professional capacity criteria, it has to provide the 
evidence for the respective criterion as indicated in the above referenced Table 6 as part of the tender. 
 
 
Question #206 
 
Reference: Annex I.B – Template declaration of honour relating to exclusion stage and compliance 
matrix to minimum requirements 
 
Question: Regarding the activities of the participant will represent security aspects, please advise an 
entity does not cover all the security aspects, should we fill in the justification on CLARIFICATION ON 
THE CHARACTER OF THE ACTIVITIES TO BE PRESENTED? 
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Answer:  The clarification only has to be provided in case the participant’s activities do not represent 
any security aspects, i.e. it will not engage in such activities. If the participant’s activities represent 
security aspects, no clarification in the Annex I.B is required, even if the participant’s activities accord-
ing to the tender do not represent all activities subject to security aspects under the procurement. 
 
 

Question #207 
 

Reference: Corrigendum No. 4, point 15 - On “Expected Missions” in Table 1 of Section 2.3 in 11.09 

Annex I.9 - Lot 9 - TTOR and Simulation Exercise 

 

Question: In the respective corrigendum, we have noticed that, additional to the change of the ex-
pected missions, the total number of the expected FTEs has risen from 12 to 15. Could you please 
confirm this change (and the location associated)?   
Should you confirm so, are you also considering a modification to the associated budget for Lot 9 ? 
 
Answer: Please refer to question and answer #197. 
 
Question #208 
 

Reference: Annex I - Tender Specifications, Section 1.5 – Change of incumbent contractor 

 

Question: Regarding the transfer of incumbents of the current contractor (§1.5 of Tender Specifica-
tions), please inform us about the main conditions of the individual employment contracts (in partic-
ular: working hours per week, annual salary, benefits, notice period and annual leave days) relevant 
for Lot 9 and also on a collective bargaining agreement (“CBA”) if concluded at the current employer. 
 
Answer: Reference to Council Directive 2001/23/EC is merely for information. The tender itself does 
not require the contractor to take over employees of the incumbent or assets. Please further refer to 
question and answer #18, clarification note 2. 
 
Question #209 

Reference: Annex I.F.# - Template Financial Table of Answers_Lot X (#= 9 and 10), Annex I.X - Lot X - 

TTOR and Simulation Exercise (#= 9 and 10) 

 

Question:  

(1) Are we right to understand that “up to 6 months” correspond to up to 110 days?  
(2) If a consultant, for example, is based full time (220 days) in GSMC-FR and goes on mission 

for 20 days per year to GSMC-ES do we divide under  “Table 3- Simulation Exercise” the 220 
days into 200 days under “All –inclusive Daily rate 2 (above 6 months)” for GSMC-FR (under 
the right level of seniority) and the remaining 20 days under the “All –inclusive Daily rate 2 
(above 6 months) for GSMC-ES”(under the same seniority level) and further more add 20 
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days under “Number of consecutive missions/journey” under the corresponding  “GSMC-ES” 
column? 

(3) When a consultant travels for a 10-days mission for example to one of the GSA locations 
mentioned in table 1.3, are we right in stating that any consultants working more than 6 
months in total will be subject to “All-inclusive daily rate 2 (above 6 months)” for its work at 
the prime location and that the “All-inclusive daily rate 2 (above 6 months)” provided for the 
mission location will also be applied for the work performed there even if the mission is only 
for a period of 10 days? 

(4) A couple of rows are not visible under the “Table 3- Simulation Exercise”. Rows 50 to 52 are 
for example hidden under lot 9. These rows seem to have no effect on the overall pricing. 
Could you explain their significance in order to make sure that we have understood all the 
parameters determining the total price under “Table 3- Simulation Exercise”, thus making 
sure we have fully comprehended what is required and that we have not omitted any ele-
ments? 

 
Answer:  

(1) Re question (1): The period is 6 calendar months during which the services are provided for 
the corresponding working days. Tenderers are free to determine how many working days 
corresponding to daily rates they want to allocate for the given time period in order to pro-
vide the service. However, in order to provide services for the above 6-months period, it 
may be assumed that more than 110 “all-inclusive daily rates 2” are necessary to cover the 
period with services, bearing in mind that the GSA is procuring services, not personnel and 
accordingly annual leave of personnel is not relevant for determining the service periods, 
but the overall number of working days during the respective period. 

(2) Re question (2): The GSA is not procuring personnel but services. The FTE in the respective 
table 1 of the TTOR and Simulation Exercise per lot are only non-binding estimates of the 
likely days, which are needed for providing the services at the necessary quality level. It is 
therefore up the tenderer to decide how to consider these non-binding estimates when dis-
tributing the effort in the referenced Table 3. As pointed out in the asterisk for the respec-
tive table 1, an FTE shall be assumed with 220 working days as further non-binding element.  

(3) The calculation relevant for determining the application of the “up to” (All-inclusive daily 
rates 1) or “above” (All-inclusive daily rates 2) 6 calendar months period is determined by 
the total number of days of service provided on site. It is not determined by the working 
days per individual employee, following the approach described in the answer (2) above. 

(4) The referenced rows are hidden on purpose. They are empty and not relevant for the price 
calculation. Please ensure to provide input to the visible cells as described in the table. 

 
 
Question #210 
 

Reference: Annex I - Tender Specifications, Section 3.2.1 – Legal and regulatory capacity applicable, 

criterion L7. 

Question: Selection criterion L7 (pages 35 and 36 ITT) states that "Failure of the winning Tenderer to 
provide evidence for completed SAB authorisation process for the PRS Support Category required shall 
lead to the cancellation of the award decision". 
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Can you please clarify what will happen in case only a few of the companies in a consortium fail to 
reach the SAB authorisation at time of the contract signature, while others have it and are able to 
provide the required resources? 
 
In particular, what will happen under the following cases: 
i. A company providing a core resource in the proposal for Task 3 fails to provide the required evi-
dence. However, this resource can be provided from the back-up team or otherwise by other members 
of the consortium already in possession of such authorisation: 
- Will the entire award be cancelled? or 
- Will the single company be excluded from the tender? or 
- There will be no impact as the minimum requirements for the tender (i.e. PRS-support authorisation 
for Task 3 within the consortium) have been fulfilled in any case? 
ii. Same as i., but related to a company providing only back-up resources for Task 3 
iii. Same as ii., but related to the joint tender leader. 
 
Answer: Please refer to question and answer #188. 
 

Question #211 
 

Reference: Annex I.F.11 - Template Financial Table of Answers_Lot 11 

 

Question: 
When filled in the sheet with numbers, the total price of the tender becomes unreadable. If not mod-
ified by the GSA this may create issues in the visualisation of the final price 
- Annex I.E: Conditional formatting in line 49 appears to be wrong. If not modified by the GSA this may 
create issues in the correct interpretation of the results 
 
To avoid visualization problems, we kindly ask to update the sheet as it is locked and cannot be mod-
ified 
 
Answer: Please refer to question and answer #184. 
 

Question #212 
 

Reference: Annex I.E - Template Financial Statements  

 

Question: We kindly ask the GSA to confirm that Criterion "indebtedness" on line 49 is correctly writ-
ten as follow: "Should be greater than 0.3 for at least 2 periods", even if the conditional formatting 
yields a red cell in case the ratio is greater than 0.3 (e.g., 0.33). 
 
Answer: The referenced criterion is correctly written. The GSA will consider the output the cell calcu-
lates accordingly, regardless of any resulting color coding. 
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Question #213 
 

Reference: Question and answer #18, clarification note no. 2)  

 

Question: Based on the answer to Question #18 (clarification note #2), “the risk of having to take over 
current incumbent population must be assessed by the tenderers, in accordance with the applicable 
law”. With this respect, the availability of information related to the costs of incumbent professionals 
is extremely important to allow us to prepare a suitable contingency budget. This would also ensure 
that all tenderers – i.e. both incumbent contractor and other tenderers - have the same information 
to define the pricing in the economic offer.   
Based on these considerations, could you please provide information concerning the costs of incum-
bent professionals? 
 
Answer: Please refer to question and answer #208. 
 

Question #214 
 

Reference: Annex I - Tender Specifications, Section 1.7 – Procurement schedule 

 

Question: Considering the implications of clarifications which have not been provided yet, we would 
kindly ask you a postponement by at least two weeks, allowing us to submit an offer in line with GSA 
expectations. 
 
Answer: Please see corrigendum No. 5. 
 

End of document 

 


